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Section 1
Context - The ILEAnet Project
In 2017, The French Ministry of the Interior was awarded a grant under the European
Commission SEC-21–GM-2016-2017 topic “Pan European Networks of practitioners and
other actors in the field of security”. The SEC-21–GM-2016-2017 topic purpose was to
provide financial support for the creation of networks of practitioners who would monitor
research and innovation activity that could offer benefit to their communities and operations.
The objective of the ILEAnet project was to build and develop a sustainable organisational
LEA practitioners network focused on research and innovation addressing LEA challenges,
together with a community of individuals, including practitioners and experts from academia
and industry, interested in exchanging, and collaborating in this area. The network would
provide a framework in which practitioners could interact with academia and industry on
challenges they faced that might be solved through research and innovation.

IPUP is a tool that was developed to support the ILEAnet project mission. It is intended
to be used to facilitate the interactions between researchers and practitioners, with the
objective of supporting and accelerating practitioner uptake and exploitation of results,
and where needed, the identification of research gaps and further research ideas.
IPUP can be used by any institution or agency interested in exploring how research and
innovation can used to support and improve effective policing.
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Section 2
IPUP at a glance
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Section 3
Needs Analysis

Top-Down Desk Research
The Top-Down stage involves a desk review and analysis across a range of policy and
strategic documents and research agendas, which typically identify challenges deemed to
impact at a significant scale. This could be national, European, or even global, depending
on the requirements. The objective of the desk review is to identify and capture the types of
challenges law enforcement are facing in identified crime area/s.

What is a challenge?
In the ILEAnet project a challenge was defined as an important topic for LEAs requiring
a strengthened capability. Therefore, the key tests for fitting the definition of a challenge
are:
.The topic must be considered sufficiently important.
.The topic must be primarily for LEAs.
.The topic must require a strengthened capability.
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Information sources
Sources of information for the desk review will depend very much on the geographical focus of
the IPUP activity and the topic/s being targeted. Within ILEAnet, the focus was on EU priority
areas of cybercrime, migration, terrorism, and serious and organised crime. However, if an
individual agency or country decided to adopt IPUP as a strategy for determining national
needs, then the priority area may be focused on a different topic.
There are a host of resources available at a European level. Annex I contains a
sample list of links to EC strategy and policy documents describing challenges
across a range of crime areas facing Member States law enforcement agencies.

Bottom-Up LEA Surveys
When the key challenges have been identified, the needs to meet those challenges can
begin to be discovered. The challenges discerned from the desk reviews are compiled into
surveys for distribution to a targeted LEA network with the objective of uncovering, from the
bottom up, needs that would require to be fulfilled to enable LEAs to properly address these
challenges.

What is a need?
In the context of the ILEAnet project, a need was defined as a particular capability to be
developed or strengthened. There are several elements that must operate together to
develop and deliver effective LEA capabilities to meet challenges, and these can be grouped
as follows:
. anagement of people: Which are the needs for better distribution of roles
M
or .
responsibilities, for acquiring new skills, for better collaboration within your
organisation?
Innovative processes: What are the needs for implementing new different
approaches, procedures, strategies, innovative methods, exchange of best
practices? Would it involve collaboration with other actors on national or EU level?
Technological development: What are the needs for developing new technology,
equipment, systems? Is there a need for particular research activities? Or can the
existing solutions help with tackling the challenge?
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Legislation & standardisation: What are the needs for
standardised cooperation between member states, standardised
protocols, tools, skills?
Other - Funds, training, infrastructure
Of course, not all the above needs can be easily solved through research and innovation.
For example, where training, equipment or additional resourcing is identified as the need, a
different type of support or intervention would be required. IPUP is initiated only when an
internal solution is not already present and research activity has the potential to provide a
solution. For that reason, surveys should be targeted towards the following two elements:
Innovative processes: What are the needs for implementing new different approaches,
procedures, strategies, innovative methods, exchange of best practices?
Technological development: What are the needs for developing new technology,
equipment, systems? Is there a need for particular research activities?
Several surveys were developed during the ILEAnet project, and they are included here at
Annex II. The surveys are concentrated on specific themes selected during the project, but
they may be useful as a starting point for your own surveys.
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Section 4
Solution Screening
The aim of this stage is to identify research activity that may provide a solution to those
needs identified in the previous stage.
In the first instance the results from the Needs Analysis are evaluated to provide a priority list
of needs, and then a search is undertaken to source research projects, either completed or
ongoing, that may meet or partially meet the identified needs.

It may be the case that a project
search fails to return any results
that are aligned with the practitioner
needs identified under the needs
analysis.
In this case a State-of-the-Art
(SoTA) can be commissioned.
The SoTA will consider the most
recent reseqrch in the identified
areas and will summarise current
and emerging trends, offering
a critical survey of the research
landscape, and highlighting areas
where further research is needed.
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Project Reserch
At a European level, there are several channels for project searches.
CORDIS - https://cordis.europa.eu/ - Database of EU funded research results
CERIS – https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/secure-safe-resilient-societies/index_
en - Community for European Research and Innovation for Security
Europol (Innovation Lab)
Frontex
ILEAnet National Contact Points – Law Enforcement representatives who can
provide access into information on national research activity.
Horizon Europe National Contact Points
Horizon Results Platform – https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/
portal/screen/opportunities/horizon-results-platform - platform where EC funded
research results can be promoted.
At a national level, a project search may also include networks with local universities/
research institutions and/or industrial collaborations. In that way, IPUP can be tailored to
suit the requirements of the user.

Project Selection
The aim of the solution screening process is to identify a range of projects that are worthy
of further investigation and presentation to a relevant LEA audience.
This selection stage is important. Researchers are typically used to presenting their work
to a scientific audience in a scientific format. The requirements for this type of interaction
are different. Practitioners are interested in finding out how the solution could assist them
in their work, and so are looking for more practical information on issues such as the how,
where, and why on the use of the technology, and the justification for investment, whether
it be time, knowledge or money.
There are limited opportunities for law enforcement to engage with the scientific
community, and so in order not to waste the opportunity, it is important the
projects are carefully selected, and the project owners are clearly
briefed as to what type of presentation will be expected
from them. Several tools have been developed to
support this part of the process.
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The TELOS template is useful in providing
a common framework for answering key
questions regarding research results.
It asks researchers to consider the
technical, Economic, Legal, Operational
and Scheduling aspects of their solution,
and how they pertain to law enforcement.
In addition, the Simulation Scenario forces the
project owners to really think about the practical
application of their solution to law enforcement
and why it will be useful to them. It may save
time, or money, or be more operationally
effective. Whatever, the benefit is, it should
be clearly and quantitively demonstrated.
Therefore, it is recommended that the
project owners draft a simulation of a
scenario that reflects an operational situation
where the solution may be deployed.
Developing a scenario of how the solution
can be used in a law enforcement
environment can really help researchers to
focus on how they deliver their message.
The Project ID Card contains all
supplementary information relevant
to the project. It gives the researcher
to opportunity to provide additional
information, such as funding instrument
and amount, project partners etc, that
is not perhaps needed for this event,
but is important to the project for
visibility and dissemination purposes.
The above tools are provided as Annex III to this guide.
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Section 5
Stakeholder Connection

When the solution screening is completed, an event can be scheduled where the
selected projects can present their work.
There can be many ways in which the projects can be presented. In ILEAnet, a three-day
Projects Showcase event was organised to which eight research projects were invited
to attend and demonstrate their work. The methodology for gathering challenges and
needs was also shared, subject matter experts were invited to speak, and a possible
research gap was discussed. As an indicative agenda, the ILEAnet event file can be
seen at Annex IV.
NOTE: It is important to inform project owners that in preparing their presentations, they
will need to consider some of the questions that may be in the minds of the audience,
and that the questions will be more practical than scientific.
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For example:
How close to market is the solution?
What further development is needed?
Does the project require further LEA contribution - i.e., in testing, development
etc?
How can LEAs get access to the technology - what is the likely cost,
exploitation time frame etc?
What are the organisational requirements - pre-investment, configuration,
logistical considerations etc?
A showcase event can also be a precursor to smaller more targeted follow-up activities.
Surveys circulated at the showcase event can inform the next stage of the project, eliciting
feedback on which projects presented demonstrated the highest exploitation potential.
Here are samples of survey questions used during the ILEAnet implementation of IPUP:
How relevant is this solution for you in your role?
How effective do you think this solution may be for your specific need?
Would you foresee other colleagues in your organisation being interested in this
solution?
What else could be added to the solution to make it more effective?
Would you or your colleagues be interested in participating in further information
sessions on this solution?
The targeted events can allow practitioners to dive deeper into the solution and ask more
searching questions. These are much shorter events, and under ILEAnet they were
organised as hour long webinars.
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What Next?
As the targeted follow up activities are more likely to attract an audience with a serious
interest in the solution, the next step is to determine what direction that interest would take.
So, for example:
Is the solution market ready, and if so, are the LEAs ready to engage directly with
the solution provider to discuss next steps?
Does the solution require further development, and if so, would the LEAs be
prepared to join a consortium to apply for European or National funding to take the
solution to its completion?
Is there a standardisation need, and would the LEAs be willing to cooperate in
setting standards?
From a purchasing perspective, is there a need to leverage procurement expertise,
using network projects such as iProcureNet?
All this information can be fed back to the project owners as well as being used to inform
decisions at an organisational level. The ideal outcome at this stage is that there is a
clear signposting on both sides, both the project owners and the practitioner, of where to
go next, whether it be commercial discussions, further development or standards needed
to integrate the solution into a workplace.
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Section 6

IPUP Timeframe

The table below provides an indicative timeframe for each stage of IPUP.
Stage

Details

Needs Analysis

Top Down desk review to identify main
challenges
Bottom Up practitioner surveys to
identify needs

Indicative Timeframe

3 months

Survey results analysis to identify
needs topics for project search.

Solution Screening

Recommendations where a research
gap exists, and a SoTa is required.
Search for projects aligned with
identified needs through organisation
networks, relevant agencies, Cordis,
Google etc.

6 weeks

Compile list of potential projects
Reach out to project coordinators.
Coordinate communications, issue
TELOS and scenario request to
responsive projects
Review TELOS and scenario
responses and any requests for more
detailed information
Stakeholder Connection

Final project selection
Coordination and organisation of
event.

5 months

Evaluation of feedback from
showcase, selection of projects
generating most interest, coordination
of event/s
Review feedback and relay results
back to relevant stakeholders.
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Final Remarks
There were some challenges encountered during the implementation of IPUP. For
consideration and planning purposes, they have been shared here.
Needs Analysis survey responses were lower than hoped. This was most
likely due to the surveys being part of a funded project where responding
was an optional favour rather than a mandatory requirement. Therefore, it
would be expected that surveys circulated as part of a formal management/
institutional IPUP initiative would garner a higher response rate.
It is also possible that the targeted audience, having received one too many survey
requests, were experiencing survey fatigue, and so were disinclined to participate. In
mitigation of this risk, we have recommended the introduction of a comprehensive and
streamlined survey process at a European level with the results analysed and made
available to the law enforcement community. It is possible that the survey could be
incorporated into existing canvassing initiatives and promoted as a flagship product.
It was sometimes difficult to successfully connect with projects identified as
suitable during the IPUP project search stage. This was particularly problematic
where projects had completed, and web sites/contact details were no longer
valid. Therefore, we have recommended that some post-project responsibility for
providing (and updating) a Point of Contact should be accepted by project consortia
and the European Commission could consider this as a future requirement for all
projects as part of their sustainability plan. A database of contact details could be
established and maintained to ensure valuable project legacies can be accessed.
Such a database can also provide an opportunity to raise awareness and signpost
to other existing and relevant databases for RDI security research projects
It is hoped that IPUP will be used and deployed by any entity wishing to understand
more about how research results can bring about improvements or enhancements
in their current mode of working. While IPUP was developed expressly to support
the practitioner community, there is no reason why, with a bit of adaptation, the
model couldn’t be used by any organisation seeking answers from research results.

Author: Cheryl Baker, UCD Centre for Cybersecurity & Cybercrime Investigation.
Acknowledgements to ILEAnet Project Partners as contributors.
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Annex 1

Annex I – Sample Information Sources
Title

Link

Fields of Study

The EU Strategy and Action plan
for customs risk management
(12644/14+ADD1,15403/14)

http://www.consilium.
europa.eu/en/workarea/
downloadasset.
aspx?id=40802190563

EU Strategy

The Eight Action Plan of the
Customs Cooperation Working
Party for the period 2016 and
2017 (13749/3/15 REV3)
The EU Cybersecurity Strategy
for the digital decade

http://www.consilium.
europa.eu/register/
en/content/

EU Strategy

The Commission's Border
Package of 15 December 2015
The Action Plan on illicit
trafficking in firearms between the
EU and the South East European
region for the period 2015- 2019
(15516/14)
EU Strategy on Combatting
Trafficking in Human Beings
The Council Conclusions
and Action Plan on the way
forward with regard to financial
investigation (8777/16)
The Council Conclusions on
countering environmental crime
(15412/16)
The EU drugs Strategy 20132020 (17547/12)

https://op.europa.eu/
Cyber
en/publication-detail/-/
publication/007c7460-5f8411eb-b487-01aa75ed71a1/
language-en/format-PDF/
source-257682538
http://europa.eu/rapid/
Border, migration
press-release_IP-15-6327_
en.htm
http://data.consilium.
Firearms Trafficking
europa.eu/doc/document/
ST-15516-2014-INIT/en/pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/
home-affairs/system/files_
http://www.consilium.
europa.eu/register/
en/content/

Human Trafficking
Financial investigation

http://data.consilium.
Environmental crime
europa.eu/doc/document/
ST-15412-2016-INIT/en/pdf
http://register.consilium.
Drugs
europa.eu/doc/
srv?l=EN&f=ST%20
17547%202012%20INIT
The draft EU Action Plan on
http://data.consilium.
Drugs
Drugs 2017-2020 (7379/17+ ADD europa.eu/doc/document/
1)
ST-7379-2017-INIT/en/pdf
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EU Serious and Organised Crime https://www.europol.europa.
Threat Assessment (SOCTA)
eu/publication-events/main2021
reports/european-unionserious-and-organisedcrime-threat-assessmentsocta-2021
Europol Internet Organised Crime https://www.europol.
Threat Assessment (IOCTA)
europa.eu/publications2021
events/main-reports/
internet-organised-crimethreat-assessment-iocta2021#downloads
Frontex Risk Analysis, 2019,
https://frontex.europa.eu/
European Border and Coast
publications/risk-analysisGuard Agency
for-2019-RPPmXE
European Union Terrorism
https://www.europol.europa.
Situation and Trend Report 2021 eu/publications-events/
main-reports/tesat-report
EU Security Union Strategy 2020 https://eur-lex.europa.
- 2025
eu/legal-content/EN/
EU Strategy to tackle Organised https://eur-lex.europa.
Crime 2121- 2025
eu/legal-content/EN/
EU Drug Strategy 2021 - 2025
https://www.
drugsandalcohol.
ie/33750/1/EU_Drug_
Strategy_2021-2025.pdf
A Counter Terrorism Agenda for
https://ec.europa.eu/
the EU
home-affairs/system/
files/2020-12/09122020_
communication_
commission_european_
parliament_the_council_
eu_agenda_counter_
terrorism_po-2020-9031_
com-2020_795_en.pdf
EU strategy for a more effective
https://ec.europa.eu/
fight against child sexual abuse. home-affairs/system/
files/2020-07/20200724_
com-2020-607-commissioncommunication_en.pdf

Serious and Organised
Crime

Cyber

Migration
Terrorism
EU Strategy
EU Strategy
EU Strategy

Terrorism

EU Strategy
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Annex II
Annex II – Bottom-Up Survey Samples
The ILEAnet Surveys on Trends on LEAs Challenges and Needs in Fighting Crime,
Terrorism, and Illegally Mediated Migration.

Thank you for helping us with this survey!
The XXXXXX invites you to take part in this survey by answering the following questionnaire
on trends related to LEAs challenges and needs on fighting crime, terrorism, illegally
mediated migration, financial investigations and age determination. We ask your
opinion based on your personal experience as a law enforcement practitioner. It should take
around 20-30 minutes to complete this survey.
By participating in the survey, you help to gain more qualified understanding of the important
phenomenon and support finding compatible solutions.
To understand the purpose of your involvement and learn about the data handling measures,
please read carefully through the text below.
Data protection measures
The information collected in this survey will be used as part of XXXXX The collected data will
be anonymous. The data will be analyzed and documented in reports and/or publications,
which will be disseminated to a wider audience. In some cases, the reports and/or publications
(including media publications) might make use of excerpts from responses. The data will be
available to XXXXXX and might be used in XXXXXX.
All collected data will be treated confidentially. Personal data will be stored at XXXXX.
XXXXXX will be responsible for handling/processing this survey. Reports and publications
will not contain any information which can identify any individuals. The data will be kept for
a period of XXXXX
As a participant you have the right to withdraw from the study at any time, without providing
any reason for your withdrawal. The participants are also able to request the deletion of their
data and to ban further use of their data within 7 days after having taken part.
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I hereby confirm the following:
I have read and understood the ILEAnet project summary and objectives
and wish to participate in the described survey.
I understand that this survey is voluntary and that I can withdraw from the survey at any
time without consequences and without being required to provide any explanations.
I understand the procedures according to which my data will be handled; I consent to
sharing my data based on this information.
I do not expect to receive any benefit or payment for my participation.
General information
* Indicate the country of your activity
☐ Austria
☐ Croatia
☐ Denmark
☐ France
☐ Hungary
☐ Latvia
☐ Malta
☐ Portugal
☐ Slovenia

☐ Belgium
☐ Cyprus
☐ Estonia
☐ Germany
☐ Ireland
☐ Lithuania
☐ Netherlands
☐ Romania
☐ Spain

☐ Bulgaria
☐ Czech Republic
☐ Finland
☐ Greece
☐ Italy
☐ Luxembourg
☐ Poland
☐ Slovakia
☐ Sweden

* Select the type of your organisation from the list:
☐ Ministry
☐ Law Enforcement Operational Agency
☐ Law Enforcement Academy
☐ Other
Please specify:
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•

Select the closest match for your role:

1) Managerial – I have a managerial role and responsibility;
I am a leader in my organisation, and I am responsible for staff
and resources.
2) Strategic – I have a corporate role and responsibility, I am a policy maker in my organization, I have
responsibility for the direction and management of my organization.
3) Tactical – I am a team member with a law enforcement responsibility, I am mainly responsible for
delivering a service to the public or my colleagues.
☐ Managerial
☐ Strategic
☐ Tactical
☐ Other
Please specify:

Gender
☐ Male
☐ Female
☐ I do not want to disclose my gender
Years in service
☐ 0-1
☐ 2-5
☐ 6-10
☐ 11-20
☐ 21 and more
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Challenges Related to Irregular Migration
XXXXXXX has identified 12 challenges for Law Enforcement Agencies (LEAs) practitioners
across Europe on Migration based on the data already existing in official European Union
documents. We are now seeking your help to tell us how important these challenges are for
your organisation and for you ranging from “Very important” to “Absolutely not important” (in
the table below).
Very
important
* Intelligence
Gathering from
Irregular Migrants

* Irregular Migrant
Returns Procedures
* Information
Sharing Between
EU Agencies and
LEAs
*Registration of
illegally entering
Third Country
Nationals

* Cooperation with
Third Countries
* Exploiting
Public Information
Systems

* Forming Joint
Investigation Teams
* Multi-Agency /
MultiDisciplinary
Training

* Monitoring Prefrontier Areas
* Cutting Access
to Sea Crossing
Vessels
* Financial
Investigations
* Fraudulent
Documents

Quite
important

Not really
important

Absolutely not Not relevant
important
for my
organisation

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐
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Challenges Related to Serious Organised Crime

XXXXXXX has identified 12 challenges for Law Enforcement Agencies (LEAs) practitioners
across Europe on Migration based on the data already existing in official European Union
documents. We are now seeking your help to tell us how important these challenges are for
your organisation and for you ranging from “Very important” to “Absolutely not important” (in
the table below).
Very
important
* Conducting Financial
Investigations

* Forming Joint Investigation
Teams

* Information Sharing between EU
Agencies and between LEAs
* Investigating Fraudulent
Documents

* Reducing the diversion of
firearms into criminal hands

* Training to combat the illicit
trafficking of firearms

* Cooperation & coordination to
disrupt the trafficking in illicit drugs
* Monitoring on-line markets for
the trade of illicit drugs
* Training for the fight against
human trafficking
* Data collection concerning
cases of human trafficking

* Establishing specialised police
units to investigate environmental
crimes

Quite
important

Not really
important

Absolutely not Not relevant
important
for my
organisation

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐
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Challenges Related to Cybercrime

XXXXXXX has identified 12 challenges for Law Enforcement Agencies (LEAs) practitioners
across Europe on Migration based on the data already existing in official European Union
documents. We are now seeking your help to tell us how important these challenges are for
your organisation and for you ranging from “Very important” to “Absolutely not important” (in
the table below).
Very
important
* Identifying the actors behind
Cybercrime attack tools
* International Preparedness
for Cyberattacks on Critical
National Infrastructure
* Sharing Malware Samples
between LEAs & Europol
* Improving LEA Response,
Prevention and Awareness
Strategies

* Promoting initiatives to divert
young people away from
cybercrime
* Better use of existing
investigative tools for
investigations of on-line Child
Sexual Exploitation
* Improved recording and
analysis of Child Sexual
Exploitation offences

* Partnerships between LEAs
& the private sector to combat
payment fraud

* Improved systems for Analysis
and Intelligence of payment
fraud offences
* Improved monitoring,
understanding and response to
Darknet threats and markets
* Combatting the criminal use
of cryptocurrencies

Quite
important

Not really
important

Absolutely not Not relevant
important
for my
organisation

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐
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Challenges Related to Terrorism

XXXXXXX has identified 12 challenges for Law Enforcement Agencies (LEAs) practitioners
across Europe on Migration based on the data already existing in official European Union
documents. We are now seeking your help to tell us how important these challenges are for
your organisation and for you ranging from “Very important” to “Absolutely not important” (in
the table below).
Very
important
* Monitoring Foreign
Terrorist Fighters

Quite
important

Not really
important

Absolutely not Not relevant
important
for my
organisation

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

* Strengthening
Operational Cooperation

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

* Protection of critical
infrastructure

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

* Returning Foreign
Terrorist Fighters

* Sanctioning Terrorist
Backers
* Identifying Terrorist
Financers

* Cutting Terrorist Access
to Funds
* Cutting Terrorist
Access to Firearms and
Explosives
* Movement of Illicit
Goods (incl CBRNE)

* Improved
Interoperability of
Information Systems for
Border Management &
Internal Security

* Information Sharing

* Protection of citizens
and 'soft' targets
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Indication of Additional Challenges and Needs
We are further interested to know about any other important challenges and needs
according to your experience. Please feel free to give your personal opinion in the open
text.
In this context a ‘challenge’ is ‘an important topic for LEAs requiring a strengthened capability’
and a ‘need’ is ‘the particular capability to be developed or strengthened’.

Do you want to add anything to the previous answers? If yes, please feel free to add a
comment.

Thank you for the participation!
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Annex III
Annex III – Solution Screening Tools
TELOS

TELOS Survey
This survey is designed to elicit information that will be useful to practitioners in their
evaluation of your research. When completing the survey, please consider your responses
from the law enforcement/layman’s perspective.

1. Technical: What is the technological readiness of the solution provided by the project?
How is it measured?

2. Economic: Is the solution provided by the project expected to save LEAs money, time,
other assets? How is this potential gain measured?

3. Legal: Is the solution compliant with legal, ethical and societal requirements? How has
this compliance been verified?

4. Operational: What is the expected operational impact of the solution provided by the
project? How has it been assessed?

5. Scheduling: What is the development timeframe till completion of the solution? How
has it been estimated?
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Simulation Scenario
IPUP Projects Showcase - Simulation Scenario
IPUP - ILEAnet Project Uptake Process
IPUP is a tool developed as part of the ILEAnet project to manage the interactions
between researchers and practitioners to:
Facilitate and accelerate practitioner uptake and exploitation of results,
Identify research gaps and further research ideas.
The Projects Showcase event provides project owners with an opportunity to demonstrate to
the LEA audience a practical application of the developed solution. However, it is important
that the information is communicated in a way that makes it clear how, where, or why the
solution may be useful to them. Therefore, before we make our final selection, we would
like you to draft a simulation of a scenario that reflects an operational situation where your
solution may be deployed. This could be a fictional investigation, or one that has been
provided to you by the organiser.
If the project is selected, then this simulation should be used as the basis for your presentation.
Please describe your scenario below.
Objectives of the scenario:
To illustrate in a practical way, how your project results may be deployed by LEAs
during their operations or activities.
Draft Simulation Scenario
Describe below how you intend to present your results in a simulated environment.
Depending on the solution being described, this could be either as a developed ‘storyline’
or as a live or simulated demonstration.

Thank you for this information!
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Example
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Annex IV
Annex IV – Projects Showcase Indicative Agenda
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Annex V – IPUP Visuals

Annex V
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